
 

 

 

Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 

33041 email NEW inventor8484@gmail.com NEW CELL # 305 

340 8082 I have two cell phones 305 434 5276 LG TRANSPYRE 

VS810PP Android. Nice!  

 

Link to Eve At Christmas Eve 2015.  

 

 

 

1-6-2016 130 Quintillion Jewish Aliens Visible...  

 

1-6-2016 130 Quintillion Jewish Aliens Visible...  

 

1-6-2016 Mr. Kim’s hydrogen bomb boasts might be 

propaganda for his domestic audience...  

 

1-6-2016 Greg + Wives in Key West are one of the world’s most 

isolated and dangerous inventors who will detonate a Stage 

4 Overnight Rx Cure in 2016 no "Matter" what our 1984 II 

Dictators do to stop this! 1984 II Locals in Key West tightened 

sanctions against Greg + Wives conversations about getting 

a Stage 4 cure and all 1,001 other IP invention project we 

want to brainstorm on a Sandy White Beach in Key West. 

This is our 1984 II Society in Key West in 2016... H-Bomb 

News!  

 

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/EveAtChristmasEve2015.html


1-6-2016 "North Korea Says It Has Detonated Its First 

Hydrogen Bomb" By DAVID E. SANGER and CHOE SANG-HUN  

 

1-6-2016 "North Korea Says It Has Detonated Its First 

Hydrogen Bomb" By DAVID E. SANGER and CHOE SANG-HUN  

 

1-6-2016 1984 II experts at HQ say that the accomplishment 

would be a light year stretch, though not impossible; to go 

faster than the speed of light xxx Trillions of times in such a 

infinite Universe that is expanding in every direction at 

millions of miles per hour. Which is a real time 

accomplishment the 1984 II experts at HQ realize the Top 

Brass don't give a damn about!  

 

1-6-2016 130 Quintillion Jewish Aliens Visible...  

 

1-6-2016 130 Quintillion Jewish Aliens Visible...  

 

1-6-2016 "Greg + Wives in Key West Says It Has Detonated; 

Built its first 2016 ElectricWindmillFord Escort Bomb of a 

Laser Guided Car..." By DAVID E. SANGER and CHOE SANG-

HUN Greg + Wives in Key West are one of the world’s most 

isolated and dangerous inventors who will detonate a Stage 

4 Overnight Rx Cure in 2016 no "Matter" what our 1984 II 

Dictators do to stop this! Traitors to God are the 1984 II 

Dictators who kill their own troops via a HIV Virus + 

Wounded Warriors... who murder their wife's! WHO MD's at 

the UN and The United Nations Security Council condemned 

Greg + Wives in Key West violation of several non invention 

resolutions in the Security Council so the 1984 Locals in Key 

West tightened sanctions against Greg + Wives conversations 

about getting a Stage 4 cure and all 1,001 other IP 

invention project we want to brainstorm on a Sandy White 

Beach in Key West. This is our 1984 II Society in Key West in 



2016.  

 

1-6-2016 130 Quintillion Jewish Aliens Visible...  

 

1-6-2016 130 Quintillion Jewish Aliens Visible...  

 

1-6-2016 Greg + Wives in Key West on this web page boasts are 

1984 III propaganda for our Syphilis infected domestic local 

1984 II undercover idiots who flooded Key West with poison 

exhaust from cars, trucks, scooters on Duval not thinking or 

caring about kids who's DNA is dividing 1 billion times a 

day!  

 

1-6-2016 130 Quintillion Jewish Aliens Visible...  

 

1-6-2016 130 Quintillion Jewish Aliens Visible...  

 

1-6-2016 1984 II experts at HQ say that the accomplishment 

would be a light year stretch; Jewish Aliens that is!  

 

 

 

1-6-2016 1984 II experts at HQ say that the accomplishment 

would be a light year stretch; Jewish Aliens that is!  

 

1-6-2016 130 Quintillion Jewish Aliens Visible...  

 

1-6-2016 130 Quintillion Jewish Aliens Visible...  

 

1-6-2016 Vatican newspaper has criticized French satirical 

weekly Charlie Hebdo for depicting God as a Kalashnikov-

carrying killer, saying it was "woeful" and disrespectful to 

true believers of all faiths. The cover was an anniversary 

edition, commemorating the attacks a year ago when 



Islamist militants killed 12 during an assault on the 

Charlie Hebdo newsroom in Paris. The cartoon on the cover 

shows an angry God with blood on his hands and a rifle 

strapped to his back.  

 

1-6-2016 130 Quintillion Jewish Aliens Visible...  

 

1-6-2016 130 Quintillion Jewish Aliens Visible...  

 

1-6-2016 Vatican newspaper has criticized Greg + Wives in 

Key West about this web page boasts and the idea Pope 

Francis will spend xxx trillions of years in Hell for taking $7 

Trillion from BP Oil for the Vatican Bank in a 1984 II 

George Orwell Society. Pope for depicting God as a BP Oil 

man with $777 Trillion Godsend... City of Key West guys, 

Jimmy Weekly took $2.5 million from BP Oil right before 

Christmas for gifts! Jimmy Carter shows an angry God with 

blood on his hands from 19K SWF's who will be murdered by 

a drunk man in 2016 in a George Orwell Society! No wonder 

why Jimmy went to Africa to get worms.  

 

1-6-2016 130 Quintillion Jewish Aliens Visible...  

 

1-6-2016 130 Quintillion Jewish Aliens Visible...  

 

1-6-2016 New York Public Library Invites a Deep Digital Dive 

- Key West Public Library - University of Colorado at Boulder 

Library - All invites a Deep Digital Dive into a Universe who's 

God is some 1984 Clone of George Orwell in London + Paris. 

Hemingway in Paris. 1,001 Nobel's a Year in literature is not 

the Public or University Library's motive in our 1984 II 

Society. City of Key West spent $100K every year I have been in 

Key West, 5 years. $500K just on the full time Sheriff to be the 

guard at the Public Library in Key West. Deep Digital Dive 



connotations marry the Post Office to the Public Library; 

both will be taken over by Apple when the 4 MD Wives Coup 

D'Etat is successful. Cadaver's in the public library or Vatican 

Library digital and real one's from the 4 MD Wives Coup 

D'Etat. Tourists attractions at the Key West Public Library 

will get a bigger crowd than Fury Cat's going by Ballast Key's 

Era of Trains + Pirates who are to drunk to work 24/7 with a 

few wives so they build wooden houses that should have laser 

guidance's more advanced than the Navy Jets that roar like 

a lion overhead training for another war via guys busy 

writing a virus, a new wounded warrior, buy them books 

and buy them books! Visible is the Sheriff in the library. 1984 

II masterminds leading you to ponder your Universe have 

Syphilis, HIV, STD's. The Path to Charlie Sheen’s H.I.V. 

Disclosure, Tim Cook's, Elton John's... everyone who has any 

HIV, STD, disease the path to disclosure will be in a library 

book in 2016. Faster than the speed of light can be 

masterminded if George Orwell 1984 is pulled from the 

Library and put on trial. Grin!  

 

1-6-2016 130 Quintillion Jewish Aliens Visible...  

 

1-6-2016 130 Quintillion Jewish Aliens Visible...  

 

1-6-2016 100 Senator's Says Obama’s Actions on Guns Are 

‘Necessary but Totally Insufficient’ Connecticut, the shooting 

at Newtown Elementary School in Sandy Hook by a son of a 

GE executive that was not mentioned by Obama but it should 

be as the GE Executives have killed 100 million Elementary 

School Children via Poison gas exhaust... secure gun control 

legislation since, had mixed feelings about President 

Obama’s announced actions on guns as Obama didn't 

mention "OJ" clones who have killed 19K SWF's every Year he 

has been president of the USA. How could he be the real 



President and have any women in the White House when 19K 

were murdered by a "OJ" clone he created with no warning 

labels? By JENNIFER STEINHAUER Jennifer at the New York 

Times wrote this article. Shock + Awe of our George Orwell 

Journalists even when Jennifer knows 19K SWF's were 

murdered by guns not OJ knives... Obama’s Actions on Guns 

Are ‘Necessary but Totally Insufficient’  

 

1-6-2016 130 Quintillion Jewish Aliens Visible...  

 

1-6-2016 130 Quintillion Jewish Aliens Visible...  

 

1-6-2016 Two killed in U.S. 1 crashes BY ADAM LINHARDT 

Citizen Staff alinhardt@keysnews.com Two people were killed 

and more than 10 others were injured on U.S. 1 in the past 

three days during a heavy holiday traffic weekend that 

included multiple other fender-benders that snarled 

motorists up and down the island chain, according to the 

Florida Highway Patrol. The most recent crash occurred at 

11:39 a.m. Monday at Mile Marker 27 on Ramrod Key when a 

1992 Toyota Tacom... pulled out in front of a Key West 

Transit Bus and was killed... the bus was not laser guided 

and the guy in the Toyota did have his seat belt on... grin. 

No the Citizen didn't mention the Laser Guidance on the 

2016 Model ElectricWindmillBus... its suppressed! But the did 

say he was wearing his seat belt... wow!  

 

1-6-2016 130 Quintillion Jewish Aliens Visible...  

 

 

1-5-2016 130 Quintillion Jewish Aliens Visible with $777 

Trillion of King Salman's Oil's Revenues in Swiss Banks given 

to NASA!  

 



1-5-2016 130 Quintillion Jewish Aliens Visible with $777 

Trillion of King Salman's Oil's Revenues in Swiss Banks given 

to NASA!  

 

1-5-2016 130 Quintillion Jewish Aliens Visible with $777 

Trillion of King Salman's Oil's Revenues in Swiss Banks given 

to NASA!  

 

1-5-2016 Visible Trillion dollar lottery in 2016... is winning 

the Trillions of Jewish Aliens at the Nearest 52 Stars *.*  

 

1-5-2016 Visible; Greg's 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat, the team 

finally produced strong evidence that they had synthesized 

Element 113. Over the course of time since the 1980 

ElectricWindmillFord Escort, the beam was active for 553 

days and launched more than 130 quintillion zinc atoms, 

aliens - What the Earth's Team of 1984 II Dictators should 

have launched to is 130 quintillion aliens which Greg + 

Wives in Key West will make visible via IP invention projects 

with links to Los Alamos!  

 

1-5-2016 Visible Trillion dollar lottery in 2016...  

 

1-5-2016 Visible Trillion dollar lottery in 2016... is winning 

the Trillions of Jewish Aliens at the Nearest 52 Stars *.*  

 

1-5-2016 Rx Recipes for the Overnight Cure of Stage 4 would 

have been a more meaning full monumental achievement... 

by Los Alamos, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory in 

California. Berkeley. Oak Ridge National Laboratory; Rx 

Recipes 113, 114, 115, 117, 118. Newest Element 113 was 

given to a RIKEN team in Japan, while element 118 was a 

collaborative effort between the Joint Institute for Nuclear 

Research in Dubna, Russia, and the Lawrence Livermore 



National Laboratory in California. Those two were joined by 

the Oak Ridge National Laboratory in Tennessee for the 

discovery of elements 115 and 117. ...and ununoctium 

(118). Greg can see the invisible 24/7 brainstorming here. 

Shock + Awe of Bush Hell No... They must have spent $10 

Trillion dollars to get these new elements too. Invisible is 

Roche! $$$ F. Hoffmann-La Roche & Co. was founded at a 

time when industrial revolution was changing the face of 

Europe. On October 1, 1896, at the age of 28, Fritz Hoffmann-

La Roche launched his company as the successor company to 

Hoffmann, Traub & Co in Basel, Switzerland. He was among 

the first to recognize that the industrial manufacture of 

medicines would be a major advance in the fight against 

disease. Since then, Roche has grown into one of the world's 

leading healthcare companies. Monumental achievement... 

Rx Recipe for a Stage 4 overnight cure. This would be visible 

today if Berkeley was allowed by our 1984 II Dictators, but 

they weren't. Just like Obama can't confiscate $777 Trillion 

from King Salman! DNA microarrays, made visible on the 

front page of the NY Times; which are widely used as 

discovery and research tools in pharma research. Hell just 

the best iapps news of DNA Microarrays would make them 

visible too. Tim Cook wasted trillions of hours talking about 

encrypted cell calls not DNA Microarrays. Nucleic acid 

sequences to specifically pair with each other by forming 

hydrogen bonds between complementary nucleotide base 

pairs. (A, G, C, T/U).  

 

1-5-2016 Visible Trillion dollar lottery in 2016...  

 

1-5-2016 Visible Trillion dollar lottery in 2016... is winning 

the Trillions of Jewish Aliens at the Nearest 52 Stars *.*  

 

1-5-2016 Governor’s order says that to protect public safety, 



“the state can take appropriate steps, including involuntary 

placement.” “It’s about love. It’s about compassion. It’s about 

helping one another and basic human decency,” Mr. Cuomo, 

said Hell No - Greg will make visible motive is for $777 

Trillion in Libyan Oil $$$  

 

1-5-2016 Visible Trillion dollar lottery in 2016...  

 

1-5-2016 Visible Trillion dollar lottery in 2016... is winning 

the Trillions of Jewish Aliens at the Nearest 52 Stars *.*  

 

1-5-2016 Military physician-led hospitals... Walter Reed 

Military + VA Physicians will be put on trail for Holocaust II 

+ III poison gas exhaust on Duval Key West and other MD's at 

Saint Jude will testify, along with Greg's 4 MD Wives Coup 

D'Etat 52 types of Syphilis in the Dictators and his Doctors 

Brains MRI's. Their link to Los Alamos to invent a Rx Recipe 

for 52 types of Syphilis... made visible at their trails. Los 

Alamos writes of Mr Buell and his "Wind" car not 52 Rx 

Recipes to cure the 1984 II Dictators. Crunched on H-Bomb 

Super Computers.  

 

1-5-2016 Visible Trillion dollar lottery in 2016...  

 

1-5-2016 Visible Trillion dollar lottery in 2016... is winning 

the Trillions of Jewish Aliens at the Nearest 52 Stars *.*  

 

1-5-2016 "Saudi Arabia’s Barbaric Executions" (and Alien 

Executions!) By THE EDITORIAL BOARD Volatile realities of 

the Middle East do not give the United States or the 

European Union the luxury of choosing or rejecting allies on 

moral criteria. Washington has no choice but to deal with 

regimes like King Salman for it share of $777 Trillion in Oil 

Revenues! King Salman his repression of women and whip 



then in front of Hillary for driving a gas engine Ford will 

never be written about by the NY Times editorial board, grin. 

Greg makes this visible, even though we all know it. King 

Salman 158 people were executed, in 2015, 47 in 2016 New 

Years Day! Women killed just in Saudi Arabia are more than 

20K we would make visible if the NY Times editorial board 

were not in bed with Oil Men. Tehran, which also has an 

abysmal human rights record, including nearly 700 

executions. NY Times editorial board will not compare these 

700 killings with their 1984 II Dictators just giving syphilis + 

STD's to others caused this many suicides and murders... 19K 

SWF's in 2016, murdered - executed by the top brass who 

write the New York Times Headlines and leave out these 19K 

expectations the Times calls murders! I make this visible! 

Besides Tehran killed these 700 fighting over $777 trillion in 

USA gas station hold ups - like make visible the gas station 

robbers fighting among them selves who gets the money from 

the Miami gas station hold up in Tehran... make this visible! 

Op-Ed Contributor "A Dangerous Game" By TOBY CRAIG 

JONES The Saudi royals think that stoking hatred of Shiites 

will keep them in power. CIA + the Pentagon keep King 

Salman's $777 Trillion from being confiscated... this is 

highly visible in what the New York Times writes! And doesn't 

write, grin!  

 

1-5-2016 Trillion dollar lottery in 2016...  

 

1-5-2016 Visible Trillion dollar lottery in 2016... is winning 

the Trillions of Jewish Aliens at the Nearest 52 Stars *.*  

 

1-5-2016 By SULIMAN ALI ZWAY Islamic State militants 

attempted to capture an oil port along Libya’s coast early 

Monday, in fighting that left at least seven people dead and 

set fire to a storage tank of crude oil, according to witnesses. 



The militants began their assault on the Sidra oil port with 

suicide bomb attacks on a checkpoint, but by Monday 

afternoon, the offensive had been beaten back by - what Greg 

is making visible on this web page.  

 

1-5-2016 Trillion dollar lottery in 2016...  

 

1-5-2016 Visible Trillion dollar lottery in 2016... is winning 

the Trillions of Jewish Aliens at the Nearest 52 Stars *.*  

 

1-5-2016 Our 1984 II State showed No determination of the 

non-NASA group members to expand its territory beyond its 

Traditional Visible observation of the Universe. Hubble Space 

Train like Flagler's in Key West will be made visible with $777 

Trillion confiscated from King Salman. Yale educators 

argue that the new on line classes would fail because 

students are generally less motivated to complete coursework 

online... but Yale will not let the NY Times print it's because 

of the cost of C++ and the MacBook Pro that is need to run it. 

In fact most University Computer Science Labs that teach C++ 

use computers with a Xeon CPU that cost $5K for one Xeon 

CPU... grin. And have to license each and every student with 

Bill Gates! $$$ The new Intel 14 Core Xeon CPU's cost over 

$10K each. In the Ultra Apple-Starbucks Store School 

University there would be thousands of these MacBook Pro's 

with 100" LG Ultra Monitors and Genius Tech's! Make visible 

the determination of the Replacement of the entire 

educational system,” With the Ultra Apple-Starbucks Store 

School University 24/7 always open and staffed with Genius 

Tech's @ $365K a year! Well worth 1,001 Nobel's in Medicine 

a Year the Yale Economics Nobel winner would say.  

 

1-5-2016 Visible Trillion dollar lottery in 2016...  

 



1-5-2016 Visible Trillion dollar lottery in 2016... is winning 

the Trillions of Jewish Aliens at the Nearest 52 Stars *.*  

 

1-5-2016 IS State showed the determination of the group to 

expand its territory beyond its stronghold in the western 

Libyan town of Surt. IP invention projects made visible, 1,001 

Nobel's in Medicine a Year with $7 Trillion in Oil Revenues 

that went up in poisonous smoke above yesterday was and is 

needed to expand Earth's Habitat for Humanity to the 

nearest 52 Stars. Greg made visible the NY Times suppression 

of the computer and card game "52 Pick Up", made visible 

the syphilis in the brains of our 1984 Dictators... my 

computer + card game should have been 52 types of Syphilis 

and STD, HIV the 1984 II Dictators give to millions this year! 

Make it visible!  

 

1-5-2016 Visible Trillion dollar lottery in 2016...  

 

1-5-2016 Visible Trillion dollar lottery in 2016... is winning 

the Trillions of Jewish Aliens at the Nearest 52 Stars *.*  

 

1-5-2016 "Cuomo Lifts Minimum Wage for Workers at New 

York Universities" By JESSE McKINLEY "Cuomo Misses Point, 

Homeless on Streets Say" By NIKITA STEWART Visible is the 

idiots in our 1984 II Society. First how could Cuomo let Bill 

Gates live, his execution was for 1 Jan. 16. The Ford Assembly 

line for the Homeless and the Ultra Apple-Starbucks 

University 24/7 is for the University. Microsoft will be given to 

those left at Apple along with the Post Office, so Mandy Miles 

in Key West can write Sunday Tan Lines about reading all 

her mail and check from her Citizen News paper coming in 

her emails now! Mandy the sand your on has trillions of 

spinning quarks that hold the spin off cure for Breast Cancer 

+ the gravity engine invention for your "Jetson's" flying cars! 



Park above your condo in Key West, grin.  

 

1-5-2016 Visible Trillion dollar lottery in 2016...  

 

1-5-2016 Visible Trillion dollar lottery in 2016... is winning 

the Trillions of Jewish Aliens at the Nearest 52 Stars *.*  

 

1-5-2016 Visible - Mandy, tourists hit by a Key West Bus... 

killed. Two killed in U.S. 1 crashes Key West Citizen - 

Tuesday, January 5, 2016 Two people were killed and more 

than 10 others were injured on U.S. 1 in the past three days 

during a heavy holiday traffic weekend that included 

multiple other fender-benders that snarled motorists... 

Mandy you should have sent in the Key West Navy Seals to 

secure Highway 1 from traffic wrecks. Would the Cost Guard 

Homeland Security's Helicopters caused more wrecks than 

prevented them? Make this visible in a news article Mandy. 

To the writer who wrote the following in reference to our city 

commissioners, ‘We have to stop spending money like a 

drunken sailor.’ Unlike elected government officials, 

sailors... KEY WEST — A 32-year-old Washington state man 

accused of passing out drunk while in a parked, running 

car early Sunday in Old Town was arrested, according to 

Key West police. One Old Town Parking lot has a sign 

Hemingway slept here passed out drunk... on the ground not 

in his Ford I would think. Earnest did have a new Ford in 

Key West but I have never hear any stories about him and his 

Ford in Key West. No parking tickets I think. What year did 

Key West start parking tickets + what year; 2016, will Key West 

end giving parking tickets... ha.  

 

1-5-2016 Visible Trillion dollar lottery in 2016...  

 

1-5-2016 Visible Trillion dollar lottery in 2016... is winning 



the Trillions of Jewish Aliens at the Nearest 52 Stars *.*  

 

1-5-2016 New Years, Fatal Stabbing of Bronx McDonald’s 

Manager. Mr. Garcia was slashed on his back, neck and arm 

and stabbed in the chest, the police said. He managed to 

stagger back inside McDonald’s, bleeding badly. By MARC 

SANTORA and KATE PASTORJAN NY Times, Marc + Kate didn't 

mention cameras inside McDonald's or cameras outside. 

Nothing was made visible in this New Year killing, why?  

 

1-5-2016 Visible Trillion dollar lottery in 2016...  

 

1-5-2016 Visible Trillion dollar lottery in 2016... is winning 

the Trillions of Jewish Aliens at the Nearest 52 Stars *.*  

 

1-5-2016 Visible Trillion dollar lottery in 2016...  

 

1-5-2016 Visible Trillion dollar lottery in 2016... is winning 

the Trillions of Jewish Aliens at the Nearest 52 Stars *.*  

 

1-5-2016 Visible Trillion dollar lottery in 2016...  

 

1-5-2016 Visible Trillion dollar lottery in 2016... is winning 

the Trillions of Jewish Aliens at the Nearest 52 Stars *.*  

 

Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 

33041 email NEW inventor8484@gmail.com NEW CELL # 305 

340 8082 I have two cell phones 305 434 5276 LG TRANSPYRE 

VS810PP Android.  

 

 

inventor8484@gmail.com  



 

 

 

 

 

Link to 1,500 pages to 8-1-2015 Had to make my current 

index a smaller file.  

 

...for the next 4 Trillion Years... Proxima Centauri will be a 

shining star for the next 4 Trillion Years... read this and 

then invent a way to hear and observe Aliens at Proxima 

Centauri... Click HERE! 

 

 

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/1500PagesBigto812015.html
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/1500PagesBigto812015.html
http://scitechdaily.com/hubble-views-proxima-centauri/
http://scitechdaily.com/hubble-views-proxima-centauri/
http://scitechdaily.com/hubble-views-proxima-centauri/
http://scitechdaily.com/hubble-views-proxima-centauri/


 

 

 

Yes Greg + Wives in Key West will get this Gravity Control 

Invention and of course the "Gravity Engine" for the flying 

cars.  

 

 

 

 

 

CLICK HERE ----- Link to the classic ElectricWindmillCar 

Index-2 I edited it the web is fixed up nicely...  

 

 

Link to 1,500 pages to 8-1-2015 Had to make my current 

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/webpages/index-2.html
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/webpages/index-2.html
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/1500PagesBigto812015.html


index a smaller file.  

 

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/1500PagesBigto812015.

html  

 

 

 

850 pages moved to this web link 

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/04Wives.html  

 

Moved 840 pages from Jan 2014 to Christmas 2014  

 

Link to Photos and Acrobat files of Greg in NYC  

 

Greg's YouTube Video reposted  

inventsomething@live.com  

 

 

 

 

 

2015 Nightly News From Key West with Greg + Wives... On Sept 

27,  

 

 

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/page2sept2015.html  

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/1500PagesBigto812015.html
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/04Wives.html
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/04Wives.html
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/007Wives.html
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/photos
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5y4xxTOPvpY
mailto:inventsomething@live.com


 

 

 

 

 


